Induction of catharanthine synthesis and stimulation of major indole alkaloids production by Catharanthus roseus cells under non-growth-altering treatment with Pythium vexans extracts.
A Catharanthus roseus cell line was selected that synthesised catharanthine exclusively under elicitation.From the first day of culture, treatment with very low concentrations of a Pythium extract did not alter the growth of the suspension but, within 24 hours, induced the synthesis of catharanthine and stimulated the production of ajmalicine. Kinetic analysis showed that serpentine then began to accumulate and that all of these effects lasted more than 7 days. Elicitation also induced changes in the cell/medium distribution of the alkaloids. Higher, although non-lethal, concentrations of the fungal elicitor were shown to impair alkaloid production. This cell line will serve as a model to study the conditions for the expression of catharanthine synthesis at the molecular level.